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Let q be a prime power and a be a positive integer such that a2. Assume that
there is a Steiner 3-(a+1, q+1, 1) design. For every v satisfying certain arithmetic
conditions we can construct a Steiner 3-(vad+1, q+1, 1) design for every d suf-
ficiently large. In the case of block size 6, when q=5, this theorem yields new
infinite families of Steiner 3-designs: if v is a given positive integer satisfying the
necessary arithmetic conditions, for every non-negative integer m there exists a
Steiner 3-(v(4 } 5m+1)d+1), 6, 1) for sufficiently large d.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
A t-(v, k, *) design is a pair (X, A) where X is a set of v elements (called
points) and A is a family of subset of X each of size k (called blocks) such
that each t-element subset of points of X is contained in exactly * blocks.
A t-(v, k, *) design is also denoted by S*(t, k, v). If *=1, a t-(v, k, 1)
design is called a Steiner t-design (or Steiner system) and denoted by
S(t, k, v). If a t-(v, k, *) design exists, then the parameters t, v, k, * satisfy
the arithmetic conditions
* \u&it&i+#0 mod \
k&i
t&i+ for i=0, 1, ..., t&1.
The problem of finding all parameters (t, v, k, *) for which t-(v, k, *)
designs exists is a long standing unsolved problem especially with *=1
(Steiner systems). There are many known Steiner 2-designs, but construct-
ing Steiner t-designs for t>2 is much harder.
Wilson proved for t=2, fixed k and sufficiently large v satisfying the
necessary arithmetic conditions 2-designs exist [2426]. There is no similar
existence result yet for t-(v, k, *) designs, when t>2. In the t=3 case,
Hanani [15] has shown that there is a 3-(v, 4, 1) design (Steiner quadruple
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system) if and only if the necessary arithmetic conditions are satisfied.
Several infinite families of Steiner 3-designs are constructed (see [11,
p. 67]). Only finitely many Steiner t-designs are known for t=4 and t=5
and no Steiner t-designs are known for t6 when v>k.
In this paper we construct new infinite families of Steiner 3-designs given
as follows: let q be a prime power and a a positive integer. Assume that
there is a Steiner 3-(a+1, q+1, 1) design, where a2. Then there exists
an integer d0=d0(q, v, a) such that for any positive integer v satisfying the
arithmetic conditions
(i) v&1#0 mod(q&1),
(ii) v(v&1)#0 mod q(q&1),
(iii) v(v2&1)#0 mod q(q2&1)
there is a Steiner 3-(vad+1, q+1, 1) design for all dd0 . This theorem
generalizes Blanchard’s theorem [2]. In particular this generalization yields
new infinite families of Steiner 3-designs with block size 6. Let m be a non-
negative integer. Then there exists an integer d0=d0(v, m) such that for any
positive integer v satisfying the necessary arithmetic conditions
v#1 mod 20 or
v#5 mod 20,
there exists a Steiner 3-(v(4 } 5m+1)d+1, 6, 1) design for all dd0 .
2. DESIGN EXTENSION
The derived design and the residual design are constructed from a given
existing design. Let D =(X, A) be an S* (t, k, v), let A=(Ai | i # I ) and let
x be a point of X. We define the derived design Dx of D at x, to be the sub-
family of blocks containing x and the set of all points of D except x, that
is Dx=(X$, A$), where X$=X"[x] and A$=(Ai "[x] | i # I, x # Ai). It is
clear that Dx is an S*(t&1, k&1, v&1). D is called an extension of Dx .
We can define the residual design Dx of D at x as the subfamily of blocks
not containing x and the set of points of D except x. Thus, Dx=(X$, A$)
where X$=X"[x] and A$=(Ai | i # I, x  Ai). It is not hard to see that,
Dx is an S*$(t&1, k, v&1), where *$=* v&kk&t+1 .
We need to define the concept of ‘‘copies of a design.’’ First we give an
alternative equivalent definition for t-designs. Let X be a finite set and let
Pk (X ) denote the set of k-subsets of the set X. For any set of positive
integers K let PK (X )=k # K (Pk (X )). N0 will denote the set of non-
negative integers.
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Definition 2.1. Let X be a set of v points, let K be a set of positive
integers and let A be a mapping, A: PK (X )  N0 . Then (X, A) is called
a t-(v, K, *) design, written S*(t, K, v), if for every t-set T # Pt (X )
:
TA, A # PK (X )
A(A)=*.
If A(A) # [0, 1] for all A # PK (X ), then the design is called a simple
design (a design without repeated blocks).
We say a design D=(X, A) consists of c copies of the design D$=
(X, A$), if for all A # PK (X) A(A)=c } A$(A) and we write D=c } D$.
Therefore D is referred to as c copies of D$.
The following extension theorem is due to Blanchard [3].
Theorem 2.2. Let k and v be positive integers, k2. There exist integers
v0=v0(k) and *0=*0(k, v) such that for any Steiner system S(2, k, v) D$,
with vv0(k) and any **0(k, v) satisfying the necessary arithmetic condi-
tion
* \v+13 +#0 mod \
k+1
3 +
there is an S* (3, k+1, v+1) D such that * } D$ is a derived design of D
(i.e. a derived design of D consists of * copies of D$).
3. GROUP DIVISIBLE t-DESIGNS
Definition 3.1. Let v be a non-negative integer, let * and t be positive
integers and let K be a set of positive integers. A group divisible t-design
(or t-GDD ) of order v, index * and block sizes from K is a triple (X, 1, A)
where
(1) X is a set of size v (called points),
(2) 1=[G1 , G2 , ...] is a set of non-empty subsets of X which parti-
tion X (called groups),
(3) A is a family of subsets of X each of cardinality from K (called
blocks) such that each block intersects any given group in at most one
point,
(4) each t-set of points from t distinct groups is in exactly * blocks.
The previous definition is a generalization of the concept of group
divisible designs (GDD’s) for t2. Note that a 2-GDD is called a GDD.
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A list over a set S is a mapping l : S  N0 , (N0 the set of non-negative
integers), in other words, by a list over the set S we mean a collection of
elements s of S in which each element s occurs with non-negative multi-
plicity l(s). A list can be informally written as (s1 , s2 } } } ), where si ’s are not
necessarily distinct. By the group type of a t-GDD (X, 1, A) we mean the
list ( |G| | G # 1 ) of group sizes. If a t-GDD has ni groups of size gi ,
1ir, then the list contains each gi counted ni times. In this case we
denote its group type by (gn11 g
n2
2 , ..., g
nr
r ).
The fundamental construction of Wilson [24] for GDD’s can be
generalized easily for the t2 case:
Theorem 3.2 (The fundamental construction for t-GDD’s). Let (X, 1, A)
be a t-GDD of index one and let sx be a positive integral weight assigned to





for YX, put X*=SX and 1*=[SG : G # 1 ]. Suppose that for each block
A # A, a t-GDD (SA , [Sx : x # A], BA ) of index one exists and denote
A*=A # A BA . Then (X*, 1*, A*) is a t-GDD of index one.
Using Wilson’s terminology, we refer to a t-GDD with a weighting as
recipe and the additional t-GDD’s for each block as ingredients.
The t=3 case of Theorem 3.2 was proved by Hartman [18] and the
proof for general t can be found in Moha csy and Ray-Chaudhuri’s paper
[20].
Group divisible t-designs with block size k and k groups of uniform
group size m are called transversal designs and denoted by TD*(t, k, m). If
*=1, then we use TD(t, k, m).
Blanchard [4, 5] has proved the existence of a TD(t, k, m) for large
group size, when t2 in the following theorem. The t=2 case is the well-
known result of Chowla, Erdo s, and Straus [1, p. 487].
Theorem 3.3. For any positive integers t and k, 1tk, there is an
integer m0(t, k)=m0 such that for any integer mm0 there is a TD(t, k, m).
The following results of Brouwer which are quoted Hanani’s paper [16]
are well-known:
Theorem 3.4. If q is a prime power and t<q, then an TD(t, q+1, q)
exists. Moreover, if q4 is a power of 2, an TD(3, q+2, q) exists.
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The next theorem proved by Moha csy and Ray-Chaudhuri [20] is a
generalization of the first part of the previous theorem.
Theorem 3.5. Let q be a prime power and a be a positive integer. If there
is an S(3, q+1, a+1) then there exists a TD(3, q+1, a).
4. CANDELABRA t-SYSTEMS
The following definition of candelabra systems is a generalization of
candelabra quadruple systems described in the paper of Hartman and
Phelps (see [12, p. 208]).
Definition 4.1. Let v be a non-negative integer, let * and t be positive
integers and let K be a set of positive integers. A candelabra t-system (or
t-CS ) of order v, index * and block sizes from K is a quadruple
(X, S, 1, A) that satisfies the following properties:
(1) X is a set of v elements (called points).
(2) S is a subset of X of size s (called the stem of the candelabra).
(3) 1=[G1 , G2 , ...] is a set of non-empty subsets of X " S, which
partition X " S (called groups or branches).
(4) A is a family of subsets of X, each of cardinality from K (called
blocks).
(5) Every t-subset T/X with |T & (S _ Gi )|<t for all i, is contained
in * blocks and no t-subsets of S _ Gi for all i, are contained in any block.
Candelabra systems were first introduced by Hanani [17], who used dif-
ferent terminology. He investigated uniform candelabra systems in the t=3
and k=4 case. In his paper he used the notation Pg [4, 1, ng+s] to denote
a uniform 3-CS of group type (gn : s) with block size 4. Mills [19] also dis-
cusses uniform candelabra systems with t=3, k=4 and s=0, calling them
G-designs. The t=3 and *=1 case of Definition 4.1 is equivalent to the
s-fan designs defined by Hartman [18].
By the group type of a t-CS (X, S, 1, A) we mean the lists ( |G| | G
# 1 : |S| ) of group sizes and stem size. The stem size is separated from the
group sizes by a colon. (The second list has only one element |S|.) If a t-CS
has ni groups of size gi , 1ir and stem size s, then we use the notation
(gn11 , g
n2
2 , ..., g
nr
r : s) to denote the group type. A candelabra system will be
called uniform if and only if all groups have the same size.
Figure 1 shows a candelabra t-system for the t=3 and *=1 case. The
dots represent all the three different types of 3-sets satisfying property 5 of
the definition. We indicated three different types of blocks.
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FIG. 1. Candelabra t-system for t=3 and *=1.
If t=1, the family A of blocks must be the empty family. Thus, if Yi ,
i # I, and S are mutually disjoint sets, then (i # I Yi _ S, S, [Yi : i # I], <)
is a 1-CS. In the t=2 case, if the family A of blocks is not the empty
family, the set S (stem) can be neglected since no blocks of the candelabra
system can intersect the stem and (X " S, 1, A) is a 2-GDD. Thus, the
candelabra system is a possible generalization of the group divisible design
for t>2.
In the statements of the following theorems we will assume *=1.
Theorem 4.2 (Adjunction Theorem). Let t, v be positive integers and K
be a set of positive integers. Let (X, S, 1, A) be a t-CS of order v, index 1
and blocks sizes from K. If for each G # 1 there exists an S(t, k, |G _ S| )
containing a subdesign S(t, K, |S| ), then there exists an S(t, k, v).
The previous adjunction theorem given in [20] is a generalization of the
theorem stated in [12, p. 208].
The following theorem was proved by Moha csy and Ray-Chaudhuri
[20].
Theorem 4.3. Let q be a prime power and v be a positive integer. If there
is an S(3, q+1, v+1), then there exist
(1) a 3-CS of group type (qv : 1) with block size q+1 and
(2) a 3-CS of group type (vq : 1) with and block size q+1.
The first part of the Theorem 4.3 was proved by Hanini [16] and
Hartman [18] in different terminology as well.
Candelabra systems can be constructed recursively as given in the next
theorem.
Theorem 4.4. Let a, b, k, and l be positive integers, k2, and let s be
a non-negative integer. If there exist a 3-CS of group type (la : 1) with block
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size k+1, a 3-CS of group type (bk : s) with block size k+1 and a
TD(3, k+1, b), then there is a 3-CS of group type ((lb)a : s) with block size
k+1.
Theorem 4.4 is given in [20] and it is special case of Hartman’s
fundamental construction [18].
The next theorem follows from Theorem 4.4 and from the adjunction
theorem (Theorem 4.2).
Theorem 4.5. Let a, b, and k be positive integers, k2, and let
s # [0, 1, 2]. If there exist an S(3, k+1, a+1), an S(3, k+1, b+s), a 3-CS
of group type (bk : s) with block size k+1 and a TD(3, k+1, b), then there
is an S(3, k+1, ab+s).
Theorem 4.5 is a generalization of Wilson’s product theorem proved in
Moha csy and Ray-Chaudhuri’s paper [20].
Theorem 4.6 (Wilson’s Product Theorem). Let q be a prime power and
a and b be positive integers. If Steiner 3-designs S(3, q+1, a+1) and
S(3, q+1, b+1) exist then there exists a Steiner 3-design S(3, q+1,
ab+1).
5. BLOCK SPREADING CONSTRUCTION
The concept of partial design was introduced by Blanchard [6]. For any
positive integer n, let In=[1, 2, ..., n] and for tn, let Pt (In) denote the set
of t-subsets of In .
Definition 5.1. Let D be a family of k-sets from the set Iu and let T
be a subset of Pt (Iu). We say D is a partial design, written P* (t, k, u),
covering T if and only if the following holds:
(1) each t-set in T is contained in exactly * blocks of D, counting
multiplicities and
(2) each t-set not belonging to T is not contained in any block of D.
If *=1, then P*(t, k, u) is written as P(t, k, u).
Let q1 , q2 , ..., qn be different prime powers and let X=Iu_>ni=1 Iqi .
Let 8 be the projection map, where 8 : Iu_>ni=1 Iqi  Iu and
8(i, (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ))=i, for all i # Iu and (x1 , x2 , ..., xn) # >ni=1 Iqi . The pro-
jection map 8 can be naturally extended to the subsets of X. For T $X,
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8(T $)=[a | a # Iu , such that there is an x # T $, 8(x)=a]. For a t-subset T
of Iu let
XT={T $ | T $ is a t-subset of Iu_ ‘
n
i=1





In other words, XT denotes the set of t-sets of Iu_>ni=1 Iqi , whose projec-
tion onto the first coordinate is a t-set in in T.
The next theorem given by Moha csy and Ray-Chaudhuri [21]
generalizes Blanchard’s block spreading construction [5] for general index,
which is itself a generalization of a construction of Wilson [26].
Theorem 5.2. Let u and t be positive integers, 2tu, and let
TPt (Iu). Then there is an integer q0=q0(t, u) such that for any partial
design P*(t, k, u) on the point set Iu covering T with prime power decomposi-
tion *=q1 q2 } } } qn satisfying qiq0 , i # In , there exists a partial design
P(t, k, u*d) on the point set X=Iu _>ni=1 Iqid that covers XT for all d|T|.
6. A CONSTRUCTION FOR STEINER 3-DESIGNS
The following theorem is a generalization of Blanchard’s construction for
Steiner 3-designs [2].
Theorem 6.1. Let k and a be positive integers, k2, a2. Assume that
there exist a Steiner system S(3, k+1, a+1), a TD(3, k+1, a) and a 3-CS
of group type (ak : 1) with block size k+1. For any positive integer v satisfy-
ing the arithmetic conditions
(1) v&1#0 mod(k&1),
(2) v(v&1)#0 mod k(k&1),
(3) v(v2&1)#0 mod k(k2&1)
there exists an integer d0=d0(k, v, a) such that there is a Steiner 3-design
S(3, k+1, vad+1) for all dd0 .
We use the following two results to prove Theorem 6.1.
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Theorem 6.2. Let k and a be positive integers, k2, a2. Assume that
there exist a TD(3, k+1, a) and a 3-CS of group type (ak : 1) with block size
k+1. Then there exist integers v1=v1(k) and d1=d1(k, v) such that for any
Steiner system S(2, k, v) satisfying vv1(k) and the arithmetic condition
\v+13 +#0 mod \
k+1
3 +
there is a 3-CS of group type ((ad)v : 1) with block size k+1 for all dd1 .
Here d1=d1(k, v) does not depend on a.
Theorem 6.3. Let k and a be positive integers, k2, a2. Assume that
there exist a Steiner system S(3, k+1, a+1), a TD(3, k+1, a) and a 3-CS
of group type (ak : 1) with block size k+1. Then there exist integers
v1=v1(k) and d1=d1 (k, v) such that for any Steiner system S(2, k, v)
satisfying vv1(k) and the arithmetic condition
\v+13 +#0 mod \
k+1
3 +
there is a Steiner 3-design S(3, k+1, vad+1) for all dd1 . (Note that
d1=d1(k, v) does not depend on a.)
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let v1(k)=v0(k), where v0(k) is as in Theorem
2.2. Let D$ be a Steiner 2-design S(2, k, v) with vv1(k). We can choose
co so that 2co>*0(k, v), where *0(k, v) is as in Theorem 2.2. Since a2,
aco>*0(k, v).
The necessary arithmetic conditions of Theorem 2.2
ac0 \v+13 +#0 mod \
k+1
3 +
are obviously satisfied, thus there exists an Saco(3, k+1, v+1) D, such that
acoD$ is a derived design of D. We can assume that the Steiner 3-design D
is constructed on the point set Iv _ $ and D$ is acoD$, where D$ denotes
the derived design of D at $.
Let T be a family of 3-sets that are contained in the blocks of D$,
where D$ is the residual design of D at $. Since the derived design of D
at $ consists of aco copies of the Steiner system D$, any 3-set covered by
the derived design is not in T and any 3-set in T is not covered by any
block of the derived design. Thus, the 3-sets covered by the derived design
D$ are complementary to the family T. It follows that the residual design
D$, is a partial design Paco(3, k+1, v) that covers the 3-sets of T.
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Let a=q1q2 } } } qn be the prime power decomposition of a. We can
choose co large enough to satisfy qcoi >q0(v) for i=1, 2 } } } n as well, where
q0(v) is as in Theorem 5.2. Let d1=co( v3) and X=Iv _>
n
i=1 Iqid1 . Next we
construct a 3-CS of group type ((ad1)v : 1) with block size k+1 on X _ ,
where the groups of the candelabra system are [[i]_>ni=1 q
d1
i , i # Iv] and
the stem is [].
First note that, by applying Corollary 4.4 repeatedly on a 3-CS of group
type (ak : 1) with block size k+1 and a TD(3, k+1, a), we get a 3-CS of
group type ((al)k : 1) with block size k+1 for every positive integer l. For
each block A of D, (D is an Saco(3, k+1, v+1)), that passes through the
point $, we can construct the 3-CS ((A"$)_>ni=1 Iqid1 _ , [],
[[i]_>ni=1 Iqid1 : i # A"$], MA) of group type ((a
d1)k : 1) with block size
k+1, which exists by our previous remark by taking l=d1 . Note that, if
A is a block of D that passes through $, then A is repeated aco times.
From the blocks of the residual design D$, which is a partial design
Paco (3, k+1, v), by Theorem 5.2 we obtain a partial design P(3, k+1, vad1)
on X=Iv _>ni=1 Iqid1 with *=1 and with block set N, that covers the
3-sets of XT , where XT is defined in Section 5.1.
Let M=(( # A) MA) _ N. We claim that (X _ , [], [[i]_
>ni=1 Iqid1 : i # Iv], M) is a 3-CS of group type ((a
d1)v : 1) with block size
k+1.
Case 1. If T=[(v1 , a), (v2 , b), (v3 , c)] is a 3-set of X such that the pro-
jection [v1 , v2 , v3] onto Iv is a 3-set of T, then T # XT . The 3-sets of XT
are covered by the partial design P(3, k+1, vad1) obtained by the block
spreading construction, thus T is contained in a unique block of N. Since
the 3-sets covered by the derived design D$ are complementary to the
family T, no other blocks can contain the given triple T.
Case 2. If T=[(v1 , a), (v2 , b), (v3 , c)] is a 3-set of X such that the
projection onto Iv is a 3-set not in T, then [v1 , v2 , v3] is covered by
unique block A of D, which passes through $. We can say that the block
A is unique, since each block of D which passes through $ is repeated aco
times. Since T consists of 3 points from 3 different groups of the 3-CS
((A"$)_>ni=1 Iqid1 _ , [], [[i]_>
n
i=1 Iqid1 | i # A"$], MA), T is
contained in a unique block of MA and no other blocks of M can
contain T.
Case 3. If T=[(v1 , a), (v1 , b), (v2 , c)] is a 3-set of X such that the pro-
jection onto Iv is a 2-set [v1 , v2], then [$, v1 , v2] is covered by a unique
block A of D which contains $. In this case T consists of points from
two different groups of the 3-CS ((A")_>ni=1 Iqid1 _ , [], [[i]_
>ni=1 Iqid1 | i # A"$], MA), thus T is contained in a unique block of MA
and this is the only block of M which can contain T.
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Case 4. If T=[, (v1 , a), (v2 , b)] is a 3-set of X _  containing ,
then the projection of T" onto Iv is the 2-set [v1 , v2]. Hence, the 3-set
of Iv _ $ [$, v1 , v2] is covered by a unique block A of D containing $.
Thus, as in the two previous cases, T is contained in a unique block of the
3-CS ((A"$)_>ni=1 Iqid1 _ , [], [[i]_>
n
i=1 Iqid1 | i # A"$], MA).
Again, no other blocks of M can contain T.
Now we use Theorem 4.4 to obtain a 3-CS of group type ((ad)v : 1) with
block size k+1 for all dd1=d1(k, v). We take the previously constructed
3-CS of group type ((ad1)v : 1) with block size k+1. From our hypothesis
there is a 3-CS of group type (ak : 1) with block size k+1 and a
TD(3, k+1, a). Applying Theorem 4.4 repeatedly we can obtain a 3-CS of
group type ((ad)v : 1) with block size k+1 for every positive integer
dd1=d1(k, v). K
Proof of Theorem 6.3. Note that the hypotheses of Theorem 6.2 hold,
thus we can construct a 3-CS of group type ((ad)v : 1) with block size k+1
for dd1(k, v). Since a Steiner 3-design S(3, k+1, a+1), a TD(3, k+1, a)
and a 3-CS of group type (ak : 1) with block size k+1 exist by hypothesis,
there is a Steiner 3-design S(3, k+1, ad+1) for all positive integer d. This
statement follows from the repetitive application of Theorem 4.5. Thus, for
each group of the 3-CS of group type ((ad)v : 1) together with , we can
construct a Steiner 3-design S(3, k+1, ad+1) for all positive integers
dd1(k, v). Hence, by the adjunction theorem, the 3-CS of group type
((ad)v : 1) can be completed to a S(3, k+1, vad+1) for all positive integers
dd1(k, v). K
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Assume that v satisfies the arithmetic conditions
(1) v&1#0 mod(k&1),
(2) v(v&1)#0 mod k(k&1),
(3) v(v2&1)#0 mod k(k2&1).
The existence of S(3, k+1, a+1) implies that al satisfies the arithmetic
conditions
(1) al&1#0 mod(k&1),
(2) al(al&1)#0 mod k(k&1),
(3) al(a2l&1)#0 mod k(k2&1)
for all l1. Then it is easy to check that val satisfies the congruences
(1) val&1#0 mod(k&1),
(2) val(val&1)#0 mod k(k&1),
(3) val(v2a2l&1)#0 mod k(k2&1)
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for any l1. Relations (1) and (2) are the necessary arithmetic conditions
for the existence of an S(2, k, val). From Wilson’s existence theorem,
[2426] there is an integer v$(k) such that for any wv$(k) satisfying the
necessary arithmetic conditions there exists an S(2, k, w). We can choose l
large enough to satisfy valv$(k). Therefore there exists an S(2, k, va l). We
can choose l such that valv1(k) as well, where v1(k) is as in Theorem 6.3.
Note that l depends only on k. With relation (3), the conditions of
Theorem 6.3 are satisfied and we can conclude that there is an
S(3, k+1, vad+1) for dd0(k, v, a), where d0(k, v, a)=d1(k, val). K
7. APPLICATION, NEW INFINITE FAMILIES OF
STEINER 3-DESIGNS
Finally, we conclude with constructions of new infinite families of Steiner
3-designs.
Theorem 7.1. Let q be a prime power and let a be a positive integer,
a2. Assume that there is a Steiner system S(3, q+1, a+1). For any
positive integer v satisfying the arithmetic conditions
(i) v&1#0 mod(q&1),
(ii) v(v&1)#0 mod q(q&1),
(iii) v(v2&1)#0 mod q(q2&1)
there exists an integer d0=d0(q, a, v) such that there is a Steiner 3-design
S(3, q+1, vad+1) for all dd0 .
Theorem 7.1 says that if d is large and if an S(3, q+1, a+1) exists and
the necessary conditions for the existence of an S(3, q+1, v+1) hold, then
an S(3, q+1, vad+1) exists.
Proof. By Theorems 3.5 and 4.3, the existence of an S(3, q+1, a+1)
implies the existence of a TD(3, q+1, a) and a 3-CS of group type (aq : 1)
with block size q+1. Since the conditions of Theorem 6.1 are satisfied,
we can construct a Steiner 3-design S(3, q+1, vad+1) for all d
d0(q, v, a). K
In case of block size 6, when q=5, this theorem yields new infinite
families of Steiner 3-designs. We need the following two theorems. Hanani
[16] gives the construction for the following Steiner 3-designs with block
size 6.
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Theorem 7.2. If there is an S(3, 6, v+1), then there exists an
S(3, 6, 4v+2).
The following well-known Steiner 3-designs are constructed by Witt [1].
Theorem 7.3. For any prime power q, there is an S(3, q+1, qn+1) for
all integer n1.
Thus, by Theorem 7.2 and Theorem 7.3 from a Steiner 3-design
S(3, 6, 5m+1), we can construct an S(3, 6, 4 } 5m+2) for all integer m1.
Theorem 7.4. Let m be a positive integer. If there exists an
S(3, 6, v(4 } 5m+1)d+1) for some non-negative integer d, then v satisfies the
following congruences:
(i) v#1 mod 20 or
(ii) v#5 mod 20.
Proof. If there is an S(3, 6, v(4 } 5m+1)d+1), then
(i) v(4 } 5m+1)d&1#0 mod 4
(ii) (v(4 } 5m+1)d)(v(4 } 5m+1)d&1)#0 mod 20.
Equivalently
(i) v&1#0 mod 4
(ii) v(v&1)#0 mod 20
which gives the solutions v#1 mod 20 or v#5 mod 20. K
Theorem 7.5. Let m be a positive integer. For any positive integer v
satisfying the necessary arithmetic conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 7.4
there exists an integer d0=d0(v, m) such that there exists an S(3, 6,
v(4 } 5m+1)d+1) for all dd0 .
Proof. As we mentioned before, from a Steiner 3-design S(3, 6, 5m+1),
we can construct an S(3, 6, 4 } 5m+2) for all m>0. We use Theorem 7.1
with q=5 and a=4 } 5m+1 to obtain the desired Steiner 3-designs. K
Theorem 7.6. Let q be a prime power and let a be a positive integer,
a2. Assume that there is a Steiner system S(3, q+1, a+1). Then there
exist integers v2=v2(q) and d2=d2(q, v) such that for any positive integer v
satisfying vv2(q) and the arithmetic conditions
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(i) v&1#0 mod(q&1),
(ii) v(v&1)#0 mod q(q&1),
(iii) v(v2&1)#0 mod q(q2&1)
there is a Steiner 3-design S(3, q+1, vad+1) for all dd2 , where
d2=d2(q, v) does not depend on a.
Proof. The relations (i) and (ii) are the necessary arithmetic conditions
for the existence of an S(2, q, v). From Wilson’s existence theorem,
[2426] there is an integer v$(q) such that if vv$(q), then there is an
S(2, q, v). Let v2=max(v$(q), v1(q)) and let d2=d1(q, v), where v1(q) and
d1(q, v) are as in Theorem 6.3. Since the conditions of Theorem 6.3 are
satisfied, we can construct a Steiner 3-design S(3, q+1, vad+1) for all d
d2(q, v), where d2=d2(q, v) does not depend on a. K
Corollary 7.7. Let m be a non-negative integer. Then there are integers
v2 and d2=d2(v) such that for any positive integer v satisfying vv2 and the
necessary arithmetic conditions
v#1 mod 20 or
v#5 mod 20
there exists an S(3, 6, v(4 } 5m+1)d+1) for all dd2 , where d2=d2(v) does
not depend on m.
Proof. We use Theorem 7.6 with q=5 and a=4 } 5m+1. K
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